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THE FOGG TRIPTYCH  
Testimony of a case study to the society and 
artistic production of Venetian Crete 

 
Angeliki Lymberopoulou 

 
 
 

As an art historian and field archaeologist, I chose to focus on an actual object, 
and use it as a case study to highlight the volume’s theme. The object is an 
unpublished triptych currently in Sam Fogg’s London-based gallery.1 Its dimen- 
sions are modest – it measures 48.3 × 20.4 × 5 cm (fully open) and 23.7 × 20.4 
× 5 cm (closed); it is a portable painting that was probably made for private use. 

These  modest  dimensions  are  compensated  for  by  the  high  quality  of 
craftsmanship and intriguing iconography. Fully opened, the triptych presents us 
with the Byzantine Deesis, where Christ is depicted enthroned in the middle 
flanked by His mother, the Virgin Mary, to the left and His cousin and Forerunner, 
Saint John the Baptist, to the right. The central composition is accompanied by 

 

 
 

Figure 4.1 Fogg triptych (open): Deesis (middle), Saint Francis (left wing), Saint Anthony 
of Padua (right wing), post-1453, egg tempera on wood, 48.3 × 20.4 × 5 cm 
(fully open), Fogg Gallery, London 

Photo: courtesy of Sam Fogg, London 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

two saints of the Roman Catholic Church who have been placed on the internal 
wings: Saint Francis of Assisi is depicted to the left and Saint Anthony of Padua 
is depicted to the right. They both wear the brown habit of the Franciscan order 
and they are both depicted full length and three-quarters, facing towards the right 
in the case of Saint Francis, and to the left in the case of Saint Anthony. Their 
symmetry is further emphasised by the objects they hold: Saint Francis has a 
book in his right hand and a cross in his left, while Saint Anthony mirrors this 
arrangement by holding a book in his left hand and a lily in his right. When the 
left wing is closed, its external face reveals the popular military saint, George, 
on horseback killing the dragon. The right wing shuts last, on top of the left and 
with it the triptych is fully closed; the viewer is then presented with the image 
of the Mandylion. 

With the exception of this last representation, the figures on the triptych are 
set against a gold background. The background in the representation of the 
Mandylion is painted to look like porphyry, alluding to marble. All scenes/figures 
are accompanied by identifying inscriptions. 

The iconography of the triptych merits a detailed discussion, primarily because 
the study of this and similar compositions sheds light on the artistic outcome of 
a cross-cultural interaction, symbiosis and dialogue between Byzantine and western 
cultures that occurred in a number of former Byzantine territories under Venetian 

 

 
 

Figure 4.1a Fogg triptych (detail): Saint George on horseback killing the dragon (external 
left wing), post-1453, egg tempera on wood, Fogg Gallery, London 

Photo: courtesy of Sam Fogg, London 



 
 

 
 

Figure 4.1b Fogg triptych (closed): Mandylion (external right wing), post-1453, egg 
tempera on wood, 23.7 × 20.4 × 5 cm, Fogg Gallery, London 

Photo: courtesy of Sam Fogg, London 
 

and other western rule in the era following the sack of Constantinople in 1204 
by the troops of the Fourth Crusade.2 The most important colony for the Venetians 
in the Mediterranean remained the island of Crete, which they owned from 1204 
until 16693 and where their reign resulted in a prolific cultural interaction as 
reflected in the artistic production of the island, and predominantly in post- 
Byzantine Cretan icons. A number of details in this triptych, outlined below, 
suggest a provenance from Venetian Crete and date of origin post-dating the 
second half of the fifteenth century. 



 

As mentioned above, the central panel of the fully opened triptych depicts the 
Byzantine Deesis (Fig. 4.1). Christ appears enthroned in the middle, flanked by 
the Virgin and Saint John the Baptist. This comprises a typical/standard Byzantine 
Deesis with its three main participants which can be depicted full length as here 
or, alternatively, in bust form.4 The Byzantine roots of the iconography are subtly 
underlined by the chrysography (gold striations) on Christ’s garments, which is 
one of the main characteristics of His attire in Byzantine art.5 The function of 
this iconography is based on the idea that the Virgin and the Baptist, considered 
to be the main intercessors for the salvation of mankind, flank the Saviour in 
eternal supplication, specifically on behalf of souls at the Last Judgement.6 The 
owner of the triptych would have found comfort in the thought that his or her 
prayers were supported and presented to Christ in heaven by these intercessors 
of the Christian faith.7 All three figures are accompanied by identifying inscriptions 
written in red, capital Latin characters: Christ is identified with IS XRS (Jesus 
Christ); the Virgin Mary with MA DI (Mater Dei – Mother of God); and John 
the Baptist with S IOAN BAPA (Saint John the Baptist). 

Although the iconographic subject in the central panel is rendered in the 
Byzantine style, the actual theme – prayers for the salvation of a faithful soul – 
reflects a wider Christian appeal, not confined to Orthodoxy.8 The internal wings 
flanking the central panel depict two saints of the Roman Catholic Church, the 
most important of the Franciscan order: Saint Francis and Saint Anthony of 
Padua.9 The brown-coloured habit they both wear is in accordance with the Order’s 
constitution, which stipulates that the habit should be poor (probably suggesting 
unbleached and undyed).10 Saint Francis, identified by red capital letters in Latin 
– S FRANCISC (Saint Francis) – has been placed on the left. He bears the 
stigmata visible on both his hands and on the right side of his chest, but not on 
his feet. The stigmata, which Francis acquired during a vision of the crucified 
Christ, form the main identifying attribute of the saint.11 He holds a cross in his 
left hand and a book in his right. Saint Anthony of Padua also holds a book in 
his left hand and a lily, his main attribute, in his right,12 his identification further 
confirmed by an inscription in red, capital letters in Latin: S ANTONI S DE 
PANOV (Saint Anthony of Padua). Both saints look at the viewer, thus forming 
a visual bridge between the faithful and their prayers and the salvation that lies 
in heaven as conveyed in the central panel. By depicting saints who engage with 
the contemplating believer, the actual function of the wings also acquires a 
spiritual dimension since they literally open up and invite the viewer into heaven 
above. The prominent placement of the two main Franciscan saints in this triptych 
would probably suggest a strong affiliation with the Franciscan order on the part 
of the owner. The presence of this particular order was very strong on the island 
of Crete, already by the early thirteenth century.13 It was believed that Saint 
Francis himself stopped on the island on his way to the Holy Land in 1219.14 The 
saint ended up being one of the most beloved Catholic saints among the Cretan 
Orthodox faithful as reflected in his portraits found in Orthodox churches15 



 

as well as in the Greek version of his name – Fragkiskos (Φραγκίσκος) – that 
survives in the island to the present day.16 

The wings are also painted externally. Following their closing sequence, it is 
the left that shuts first to reveal Saint George on horseback killing the dragon, 
identified by an inscription in red, capital Latin characters – S GEORGIUS (Saint 
George) (Fig. 4.1a). George is one of the most popular military saints for both 
Orthodox and Roman Catholic Christianity. His popularity rose with the Crusades 
and has never diminished.17 Here he is depicted in Byzantine armour killing a 
non-Byzantine dragon, since Byzantine art favours the representation of a dragon 
in the form of a snake.18 While the gold background is typical for Byzantine 
panel painting, the same cannot be claimed for the landscape and especially the 
mountains, which stylistically are removed from the way Byzantine art depicts 
ridges, with steep edges attached to each other at acute, sharp angles.19 Thus the 
representation of the saint combines Byzantine and western iconographical 
elements. 

Once the right wing shuts on top of the left, the triptych is fully closed and 
the viewer faces a depiction of the Mandylion, with the head of Christ inscribed 
with Greek letters in gold IC XC – the abbreviation for Jesus Christ 
(I[ησού]CX[ριστό]C) (Fig. 4.1b). While the legend of Christ’s face imprinted on 
a cloth is popular among both Orthodox and Catholics, their respective accounts 
of its creation differ. Orthodox Christianity believes that Christ made an imprint 
of His face on a cloth and sent it to the first-century King Abgar of Edessa 
(present-day Urfa in south-eastern Turkey) who was then cured of his disease.20 

This story furthermore serves as a justification for the existence of icons, since 
Christ clearly did not object to a reproduction of His likeness.21 For the Roman 
Catholic Church, Christ’s image was imprinted on a cloth on His way to Calvary, 
when one of the women in the crowd wiped His sweaty face; in the West the 
representation is known as the ‘Veronica’ after the woman who came to Christ’s 
assistance.22 The quality of the image is reflected in her name – Veronica, Vera 
= true (image of Christ). The iconography the closed triptych presents is that of 
the Byzantine Mandylion23 – although it could have worked equally well as a 
variation on the ‘Veronica’ in the eyes of a westerner (in western art the Veil of 
Saint Veronica is depicted both with and without a female who presents it to the 
viewers).24 

It could be suggested that the iconography of this triptych was specifically 
chosen for its familiarity to both the Orthodox and Catholic faithful, a possibility 
further highlighted by its combination of both Byzantine and western elements. 
The predominance of the gold background, used in Byzantine artistic production 
to depict a heavenly world with no specific characteristics, associates it with an 
icon. However, the Latin characters used for the majority of the inscriptions in 
conjunction with the presence of the two most important Franciscan saints (Fig. 
4.1) would probably suggest that it was destined for a Roman Catholic of either 
Venetian or mixed-household descent. From the fourteenth century onwards mixed 
marriages – predominantly between upper-class Venetian colonists and local 



 

ladies of aristocratic pedigree – became increasingly common, primarily because 
it presented the Venetians with a legal opportunity to acquire land on Crete and 
thus strengthen their colonial position.25 At the same time, the linguistic 
bilingualism would probably support a provenance for both the triptych and its 
owner from one of the main centres on the north coast of the island, since the 
countryside was predominantly monolingual (a point that has been also highlighted 
for Cyprus).26 

The study of objects like the one discussed here has become increasingly 
popular in the last twenty-five years. The prolonged Venetian presence on the 
island, which provides a link between the artistic production on Crete and 
the European Renaissance, in combination with the fact that Dominikos 
Theotokopoulos – better known as El Greco – started his career in the island’s 
capital, Candia, as an icon painter,27 are two important factors that have propelled 
their popularity. And while there is a plethora of publications and exhibition 
catalogues presenting, assessing and discussing Cretan icons, this does not mean 
that the questions and issues related to this specific artistic production on the 
island after the fall of Constantinople to the Ottomans in 1453, have been answered. 
The growing interest in the field creates opportunities to revisit subjects and 
examine them from different perspectives. For example, the icon by Nikolaos 
Ritzos at the Byzantine Museum in Athens depicting the monogram JHS (Jesus 
Hominum Salvator) has been the subject of publications and papers in a quest to 
unpack its meaning and function.28 There is still so much to consider and even 
more to learn, primarily because the circumstances of the production of such 
works are relevant to our present-day multicultural society. In other words, their 
study could enhance the comprehension of contemporary life. Conversely, it is 
far easier than it has ever been to explore different perspectives on past cultural 
developments. Scholarship has broken away from one-dimensional notions of 
cultural and artistic purity and from considering them a requirement for excellence. 
One of the most illustrious examples of this re-evaluation is the Renaissance: 
recent scholarship tends to approach it as a pan-European and even global 
phenomenon rather than as an Italian miracle centred on Vasarian Florence.29 

The dispute that led to the Schism in the Christian Church and divided it into 
Orthodox and Catholic branches in 1054 was prolonged and (still remains) 
complicated. It certainly constituted a stumbling block for cross-cultural relations 
in territories where the two groups of faithful co-existed. One of the major points 
of difference that stood (and still stands) out and with which the wider Christian 
population was (and still is) familiar is that while those of the Orthodox persuasion 
believe that the Holy Ghost of the Trinity can only derive from God the Father, 
the Catholics are convinced that it can also issue from the Son – the famous 
filioque that had been added to the creed in Rome apparently since the early 
eleventh century.30 

Attempts to bridge the gap were intense during the last years of the Palaiologan 
rule, and partly reflect the dying Empire’s desperate need of a life-line. The 
Council of Ferrara-Florence in 1439 aimed at the Union of the Churches, which 



 
 

 
 

Figure 4.2 Trinity, after 1439, egg tempera on wood, 35.5 × 62.5 × 2.7 cm, Temple Gallery, 
London 

Photo: courtesy of Temple Gallery, Sir Richard Temple 
 

was never achieved.31 Among the fervent believers in the cause was Cardinal 
Bessarion, whose endowment sponsored Unionist priests on Crete to promote the 
concept.32 Bessarion’s initiative was unsuccessful on the island, primarily because 
these priests were regarded suspiciously by both the Orthodox and the Catholic 
communities.33 Regardless, Cretan artistic production reacted to the Unionist 
attempt34 and among the examples that reflect engagement with this pivotal 
theological issue are icons depicting the Holy Trinity, such as the one presently 
in the Temple Gallery in London. 

The Temple Gallery icon is of portable size and rectangular landscape shape, 
not the commonest of shapes for panel painted icons. Centre stage is occupied 
by a long, backless, wooden throne of a golden colour, on which Christ and the 
Ancient of Days are seated. The figure to the right is identified by an inscription 
placed on either side of his head, in Greek, capital, gold letters outlined in red 
(Ο ΠΑΛΑΙΟC ΤΗΩ). ‘Ancient of Days’ as a description assigned to God the 
Father can be found in the Book of Daniel (7:9, 13, 22).35 Between the two the 
Holy Ghost in the form of a dove with widespread wings has been placed, within 
two mandorlas with gold rays, an inner one in the shape of a diamond and an 
outer one in the shape of a square. It is identified by an inscription which combines 
capital and uncial gold Greek letters, outlined in red: ΤΟαιΟΝΠΝΑ (The Holy 
Spirit). All three bear cruciform nimbi, a type of halo exclusively reserved for 
Christ in Byzantine art, here visually underlying the unity of the Holy Trinity. 
The central composition is flanked by two tall, narrow buildings, one on either 
side. The one on the left is topped by a triangular roof and has five openings. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

From the largest opening on the front side emerges the bust of the poet and saint 
Kosmas the Hymnographer (c. 675–c. 752; also referred to in the bibliography 
as Kosmas of Maiouma and Kosmas the Melode) – identified by capital, gold 
letters, outlined in red: ΚΟCΜΟΠΟΙΗΤΗC.36 He holds an open scroll the text 
of which has not survived, wears an olive himation with a green chiton on top 
and bears a nimbus. He faces to the right, where from the front opening of the 
building on that side, the bust of Saint Joseph the Hymnographer appears 
(c. 812/818–c. 886). The latter is identified by capital, gold letters, outlined in 
red: ΙΩCHΦΟΠΟΙΗΤΗC.37 Mirroring Kosmas the Hymnographer, he faces to 
the left; wears an olive himation and a burgundy red chiton on top, which covers 
his head; bears a nimbus; and holds an open scroll. Only a fragment of the text 
in capital, black letters is still readable, rendering ‘Father, the Son with the Holy 
Spirit you are my God’ and ‘your dominion’.38 

Both Kosmas and Joseph addressed issues concerning the Holy Trinity39 and 
it would probably have been enlightening had the full inscriptions on the scrolls 
survived, since they might have produced a clear statement regarding the stand 
this panel takes on the filioque dispute. The fragment still readable on Joseph’s 
scroll suggests that his text at least was relevant to the iconography of the icon. 
While the two hymnographers who flank the Trinity are primarily identified with 
Orthodoxy, this does not exclude the possibility that the message here may have 
been pro-Unionist. The Temple icon is not the sole example of this iconography; 

 
 

 
 

Figure 4.3 Trinity (detail of the upper part of an icon depicting the Visitation), after 1439, 
egg tempera on wood, Private Collection 

Photo: courtesy of AXIA – Yanni Petsopoulos 



 

a number of other paintings – including monumental ones40 – exist, although not 
always flanked by the same saints,41 and not always or necessarily promoting an 
anti-Union stand. For example, this iconography tops the upper part of an icon 
depicting the Visitation. 

Here, however, the fact that the bottom of the panel presents a row combining 
both Orthodox and Catholic Church Fathers would suggest that this icon was 
probably produced in support of the Unionist cause.42 Still, it should be noted 
that in these representations the Ancient of Days and the Son are rendered 
differently, with God the Father invariably having white hair – probably alluding 
to the ‘pure wool’ mentioned in Daniel 7:9. The two figures are not depicted as 
identical to each other, as is instead the case, for example, in the representation 
of the Trinity in Enguarrand Quarton’s Coronation of the Virgin (presently in 
Villeneuve-lès-Avignon), which was commissioned during the siege of 
Constantinople in 1453 and the iconography of which has been connected to 
the Council of Ferrara-Florence (1438/39).43 

The aforementioned examples, from the Fogg triptych to the Temple icon, 
present a multi-angled approach to the relationship between natives and colonists 
on Crete as reflected through the artistic production on the island. The dynamics 
of religion at the time added a difficult twist to their interaction and therefore it 
is hardly surprising that nuanced manifestations of their dialogue have found 
expression within a religious context. While the whole of Latin Greece experienced 
cultural exchanges similar to those of Venetian Crete, reflecting their geographical, 
historical, social and economic circumstances, the long and relatively stable 
Venetian presence on the island presents us with a plethora of material to explore 
aspects of an interaction of paramount significance for our better understanding, 
appreciating, accepting and respecting our present multicultural society. 
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the core module material of the course Renaissance Art Reconsidered (AA315) 
taught at the department of art history at The Open University, UK (life span 
2007–2018). 

30 Kazhdan, 1991, 1851. See also Runciman, 1955. 
31 Kazhdan, 1991, 783. 
32 For Bessarion: Bolick, 2013; for his bequest: Tsirpanlis, 1967. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

33 Mpolanakis, 2002, 50–54. 
34 Ritzerfeld, 2014. 
35 Daniel 7:9: ‘I beheld till the thrones were cast down, and the Ancient of days did 

sit, whose garment was white as snow, and the hair of his head like pure wool’; 
Daniel 7:13: ‘I saw in the night visions, and, behold, one like the Son of man came 
with the clouds of heaven, and came to the Ancient of days, and they brought him 
near before him’. 

36 Kazhdan, 1991, 1152. See also Detorakis, 1979. 
37 Kazhdan, 1991, 1074. See also Tomadakis, 1971. 
38 Π(ατ)ήρ ὁ Υἱὸς / σὺν τῶ Πν(εύματ)ι /σὺ εἶ Θ(εό)ς μου 

ὁ Παντοκρα-/τορία σου. 
I would like to thank Dr Charalambos Dendrinos for transcribing this inscription 
and for his, as always, generous and invaluable assistance. 

39 Emery and Levering, 2011, 211. 
40 For example in the church of Christ the Saviour in the village of Sklavopoula, in the 

southwest part of the prefecture of Chania on Crete, which Spatharakis dates to c. 
1400: Spatharakis, 1999, 204, fig. 351. 

41 For a detailed discussion by Lawrence Maxwell, see http://www.templegallery.com/ 
main.php?mode=3&p1=2331. I would like to thank Mr Maxwell for discussing this 
icon extensively with me. (Please note that the description provided here is wrong 
in its identification of the hymnographers: Kosmas is on the left and Joseph on the 
right and the fragmentary surviving inscription appears on Joseph’s scroll.) See also 
Fleisch, 1981 (it is generally accepted that the signature of Michael Damaskinos in 
the icon depicting the Trinity at the Benaki Museum, Athens, is fake: Borboudakis, 
1993, 541–2 [no. 194]). 

42 This icon is currently in a private collection, awaiting publication. I would like to 
thank Mr Yanni Petsopoulos for his invaluable help and advice and also for allowing 
me to reproduce a detail of this panel painting. Furthermore, Mr Petsopoulos informed 
me that this icon was in Florence until the 1930s, when it was transferred to the 
United States. It would be tempting to associate its production with the Ferrara- 
Florence Council in 1439 (although more evidence is required for such speculation). 

43 Denny, 1963. 
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